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Abstract— In Information Technology (IT) sector, the 

demand of technical work and new smart technologies 

increasing day by day and we all know that in order to manage 

all work, important files, data, research, documentation, 

teaching, software designing, automation tools, algorithms, 

etc, we need a computer to serve this purpose responsibly. 

Serving such great operations that involves high 

confidentiality and security, it is a big concern to look 

forward for data and information security, as it can be 

extremely vulnerable to exploitation of data and resources 

once get into wrong hands. Whether it is College, Hospitals, 

Workstations, Cybercafé, Corporates, Companies, Teaching 

hubs, etc there is a need to let people have access to 

computer’s credentials and operate it by their side. The 

concern here is that if someone get to know about PC’s 

password as it is been provided by admins, the person then 

has full access to the system and can exploit it in many ways, 

by changing password of PC, or access C drive and make 

changes in it, delete some important protected file or can do 

any mischief into system. In order to prevent such mischief 

and taking one step ahead into security of system A smart Pc 

Login System is required that can solve this problem in 

efficient manner. In the direction to solve this issue A Smart 

RFID based Login System is designed in such a manner that 

there is no need to provide actual password to the user, rather 

there is only need to scan the respective RFID card into the 

Scanner and PC will login automatically. This will restrict the 

user to play with system’s password and whenever the user 

play any mischief the pc will ask for password to enter that 

user will not know. This will enhance the system security and 

provide protection to valuable data. This system only needs 

an Arduino Uno R3, RFID scanner, and RFID cards. This will 

make the system affordable and valuable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The security plays a major role to keep a system secure and 

restrict unknown users to access the PC without prior 

knowing the password of system. PC’s in organizations and 

workplaces have crucial and important data that no one wants 

to get exploited unknowingly. In order to use the system there 

is a need to tell the computer password to the user one by one. 

And this opens the gate of vulnerabilities to the system in 

many ways. User once getting the password can play 

unauthorized mischief into computer like changing the 

password and leaving the computer dead etc. If admin think 

that there can be a guest account that can be setup and user 

can access data without threatening security of system, then 

to answer this question, there are many sectors in pc, or there 

can be need of accessing a file that is stored in some drive and 

that is asking for password and admin permission. So, this 

does not seem a great thing to go through and not satisfying 

the problem. 

 In order to tackle this problem this Smart 

Workstation Login System is designed that consists only of 

Arduino Uno R3, RFID Scanner, and RFID cards. It is 

designed in  such a way that there is only need of scan the 

respective RFID card to the scanner and the system will login 

automatically, without interfering or giving PC’s password to 

anyone. The password will be stored in RFID card and no 

interaction with any use will happen in between Login. The 

system is completely wired so that there can be no Man-in-

Middle attack happen. This System is capable enough to 

extend to as many PC as we want, as we can connect many 

Pc with one Single Arduino and there is no need to add many 

microcontrollers in this system. Only one Arduino is 

sufficient to get the job done. This makes the system more 

reliable, secure and smart. With this we can achieve many 

desktops computer login simultaneously or can only login 

individual computer also, as per the requirement.  

 All this is possible and feasible with smart RFID 

(Radio-frequency identification technology) that is making 

this system possible and feasible. 

 RFID: Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is one 

of the oldest wireless technologies. RFID chips are used to 

store information digitally, that can be shared between objects 

through electromagnetic fields and radio waves.  

 The system built previously only for a single PC, 

and in the case of multiple PCs, it required multiple Arduino, 

which makes this system costly.  

 For the advancement, our system is using a single 

Arduino for multiple PCs, which makes this system cost-

effective and scalable.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Single Pc Unlock Using Arduino and RFID Module 

In this, they are using the same concept of RFID and PC 

unlocking by scanning the RFID card and the particular PC 

with which the Arduino is connected, gets unlocked. They are 

using the flip software for converting the Arduino into HID 

Keyboard and also convert back to Arduino if required. The 

Limitation of this project is that they are limited to only single 

PC work and cannot extend further if want, as they are using 

simple Arduino Library and not controlling the flow of data 

between the USB. This is for personal use only and cannot be 

used for commercial purpose because of its limitations to only 

single PC. In Order to make it commercially available and a 

worthy product we are using our system for multiple PC login 

with using only single Arduino and RFID sensor. 

III. COMPONENTS USED 

1) Jumper Wires 

2) Arduino Uno R3 with Atmega16u2 chip 

3) RFID cards 

4) RFID RC522 Sensor 

5) PCB 
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6) USBs 

7) NPN Transistor 5volt 

8) Female USB connector 

9) Arduino Serial USB Cable 

A. ARDUINO UNO R3 

 
Fig. 3.1.1: Arduino UNO R3 

Arduino Uno R3 is an IOT device used to connect many 

modules together and control data transfer to them as 

required. This microcontroller allows faster transfer rates and 

more memory. The purpose of using Arduino UNO R3 with 

Atmega16U chip is that this chip allows Arduino to work as 

a HID device and change Arduino to a Keyboard or Mouse or 

Joystick etc. With this we can communicate with our modules 

and carry out operations as we want. This is the main part in 

this whole system that controls every action and identifies the 

RFID card with respective PC that is to be unlocked. It can 

be powered with a 5-10V battery and it can last for months 

and it consumes less power. It operates on 5 V only and draws 

a current of 200mA max. It can run 24*7 constantly and can 

be constantly run without any problem for months. However, 

a small restart is good to give after 50 days of constant 

running of Arduino. 

B. RFID Reader 

 
Fig. 3.2.1: RFID Reader 

RFID (Radio-frequency identification) is an old but effective 

technology that uses radio signals to share data between 

objects using electromagnetic waves. This is a very efficient 

and wireless technology that is used in many sectors today 

also. This RFID reader works on this technology and reads 

the RFID card. It can Read the RFID’s UID (Unique 

Identifier) along with data that is stored in the RFID data 

sectors. It is used in this project to read the RFID UID of all 

the cards one by one, and send the output to Arduino and 

Arduino further process the signal. There is only on RFID 

scanner needed in this system to perform the system unlock. 

This RFID scanner works with 5V and can be powered by 

Arduino itself.  It setups an Electromagnetic region around it 

and when any RFID card comes in contact with this region 

the data transfer begins and It reads out the data as per the 

code set in Arduino.  

C. RFID Cards 

 
Fig. 3.3.1: RFID Cards 

RFID tags are a kind of tracking technology that uses a unique 

UID like QR codes to spot the objects or items. Every RFID 

has a UID or Unique Identifier that identifies a particular 

RFID card. They work on Radio emission technology, there 

is a small chip inside RFID that when comes in contact with 

RFID sensor gets into action and data transfer begin to 

happen. The radio emission from the RFID tag to the RFID 

reader or module is used to transmit data. That microchip or 

an antenna is used to transmit data from one place or to 

receive data. That chip or microchip writes information or a 

data that what the user wants to write. These cards are used 

for variety of applications. 

IV. CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION 

 
Fig. 4.1: Circuit Configuration 

The Radio Transmission identification (RFID) module or 

reader accepts the input voltage value at 3.3 volts. It is 

designed as a highly sensitive module or device so the voltage 

value greater than 3.3 volts may damage or overheat the 

device or module. The VCC pin of Arduino UNO had an offer 

voltage of 5 volts. Connect the 3.3 V supply to the VCC of 

RFID module. RST to pin 5 of Arduino. Connect the GND 
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pin to the GND. IRQ pin – No Connected. MISO to pin 14 of 

Arduino digital. MOSI to pin 16 of Arduino digital. SCK to 

pin 15 of Arduino digital. SDA to pin 10 of Arduino digital 

pin. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

After complete setup and connecting all USB wires to PCs, 

the system is ready to work. The working method of this 

system is such that the whole system is dependent on NPN 

transistors and wiring of USB cables. Here switching is the 

main principle that is working behind it and making the 

system useful. The connections of NPN transistor and USB 

cables is depicted below in diagram. The wiring and 

connection should be done like this. Here we are using NPN 

transistor as a switch. Which will open/close the USB Circuit 

by Arduino signal. The NPN Transistor is used between 

USB’s ( DATA + ) wire and when Arduino external signal is 

given to NPN transistor’s Base the connection completes and 

PC gets connected to Arduino and Arduino Send respective 

password keys to the PC. 

 When the right card is shown to the RFID scanner, 

the Arduino will identify the card and assign respective PC to 

it, and the Arduino will send keystrokes for unlocking the PC, 

the password is stored in RFID card. The keystroke will work 

only in lock state and won’t have any effect when PC is 

unlocked. The method used behind this is such that the RFID 

is associated with particular USB cable and the target USB 

cable is connected with transistor within the channel that is 

working as a switch between the (DATA+) and (DATA-) 

wire. When RFID is scanned, the password associated with 

RFID will be send to the particular USB along with the switch 

signal from the Arduino externally. This will complete the 

connection of (DATA+) wire of USB and make the 

connection with Arduino with that particular PC and the 

password will be successfully send to the USB wire and PC 

will be unlocked After that the switch will be automatically 

closed and the connection will be disconnected from Arduino 

to PC. The Arduino will then come to its normal state again. 

Again, the RFID is scanned and after switching the USB gets 

connected to respective PC and Arduino will send password 

to that PC. Here the Arduino is acting as a HID Keyboard and 

able to connect with PC as a Keyboard and sending 

keystrokes successfully. 

 Here for converting Arduino to Keyboard, the Atmel 

FLIP software is being used. That converts the Arduino into 

a keyboard. And Arduino is Programmed By using the 

Arduino IDE, the program is written in the Atmega328P 

which is placed in the Arduino board. The programming 

language that used here is C. By this method we can connect 

as many Pc as we want and serve the purpose effectively.  

VI. PCB DESIGN 

 
Fig. 5.1: PCB Design 

VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE 

This system can unlock Multiple PCs automatically by using 

single Arduino but previously it is developed only for the 

single PC. This system can be deployed in offices, computer 

labs. This whole system is used for Multiple PCs or for the 

single PC also. The evolution of technologies contains a 

security issue but that can be solved by using the same 

evolution of technologies like IOT and AI. 
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